
RAIL SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS:
-only a few main roads : not a lot of access for clients but no noise, pleasant area.
 -> The project and workshop has to be seen and indicate from the road.
Two roads are surrounding the site: 
 -> we can think of two differents way to enter in the site. In fact today there is only one access 
from the south but an other entrance could be used in the north-East corner to discover the castle in a new 
point of view (not from the back of the tower).

-One of the main road is the border between the houses and the site : the site plan is divided in two 
parts. These can induce the different programs partition on the site : the accomadation could be near the 
existant houses and workshop could be on the north to avoid disturbing for houses.  

-low population density : no noise/ no disturbing.

-heritage buildings : a lot of heritage buildings are situated close to Sigginstown castle and could 
be part of the project as  a way between the different historics buildings. It could be a pedestrian walk 
because there are a lot of meadows, fields... No pedestrian walk existing, the car is the main  tranport 
means (high speed to discover the historic buildings which are not visible from the streets...). 
 -> the project has to include a car park : it could be situated on the North and would be protected 
by the bushes (no visible from the houses)
 -> the project should also imply the question of pedestrian walk into the site because it’s 
doesn’t exist at all at the moment.

CHURCH AND GRAVE YARD  (1)

CHURCH IN RUINS AND GRAVE YARD (2)

WIND MILL CORN and DISUSED (3)

ROADS AND FLUX ANALYSIS : MAIN ROADS, HERITAGE AND PEDESTRIANS

SITE ANALYSIS : CONVERGENT FORCES TRHOUGH INSIDE 

LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS :  NATURAL ELMENTS THAT ENCLOSURE THE SITE 

LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS: 
-close to the Tacumshin lake : the site is between two rivers that goes to the lake (breathe and noise, wind-
mill?)
-agriculture fields : principal activity (strong relation to the earth). Our artisanal skills could be easily inte-
grated to that.
-meadows, bushes, trees everywhere : pleasant, calm atmosphere: 
The roads are always hidden thanks to the bushes.That bushes which are high (around 6m) gives a real pro-
tection in the site. There are not a lot of view from the site. This site is a convergent site : all the views looks 
at inside. The omnipresent vegetatation draws the different plots.
 -> The project should keep those landscape characterisitics which highlight sigginstown ruins. 
-The tower is exposed on south, east and west and that’s the higher part of the building so it will always 
be lighted during the working days. It could be interesting to integrate the accomodation into the tower : 
inhabitants could appreciate the view. 
-The agriculture building won’t have light because it’s exposed on North and at the moment it has no open-
nings on east or south : the shoemaker workshope coulp be well integrate in that part of the ruins 

Wall of bricks, regular opennings:

Question of insulation: 
could be interesting to see the origi-
nale bricks walls.

Relation to the ground : 
stones directly go in the ground, 
there is no protection stones

Red bricks covered by cement 
:discover again the bricks under, 
reality of materials.

MATERIALITY/ EXISTING ARCHITECTURE 
There are two fireplaces into the 
tower: we can reuse those fire-
places in the project if we introduce 
the accomodation in that space. 

There is also a pre-existing struc-
ture to hold the floor (stones) : 
tower of 4 levels. 

VIEWS FROM THE STREETS : (ref: google street maps)
Most of the historic buildings are not accessible and visible from the 
streets. The bushes hide it most of the time. This is an interesting point 
that should be part of our project for the Sigginstown castle. 
 
We have to work with that bushes to make the workshope and ruins 
visible from the street. On the other hand bushes protect the site and 
it’s an interesting point. They participate to highlight ruins.
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SIGGINSTOWN CASTLE 

Ground floor plan 1/100 

section AA  1/100 

First floor plan 1/100 
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 On the South corner, we can find areas for ad-
ministration desk, design studio and a meeting 
room. 
 On the tower, there is the accomodation. 
There is a relation between the accomodation 
and the existing houses. 
 

The project is divided into different parts : 

 On the North we can find shoemaker 
workshops which are composed of 6 studios, 3 
storages and 1 changing room. It composes one 
box which is divided into two floors.  
 The stores act as the main entrance for clients 
and workers. In the center of the project we can 
find a garden. this center space is a commun 
space which is a public place.
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Ground floor plan 1/100 

section BB  1/100 

East elevation 

North Elevation (on workshop building )

worshop shelves detail : 1/50  
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CONSERVATION : HIGHLIGHT RUINS 

BOXES 

Four light structures are included 
into the ruins. Those structures 
are completlely independent 
from the existing structure. 

WATER 

Water has a key role between 
ruins and new intervention. It 
creates the border between both.
Again, ruins are highlinghed 
with the reflect into the water: it 
creates a verticality in the ruins. 

RUINS

All existing aspects of ruins are 
keept and highlighed with the 
centrality created by the new in-
tervention.
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CONCEPT : CENTRALITY INTO THE  RUINS 

-CENTRALITY IN THE 
RUINS : 

 There is already an 
idea in the drawing of the 
ruins: the shape of the 
building induces a cen-
trality in the project. The 
two existing parts of the 
ruins are looking at  each 
other.   If we add a new 
volume in the project in 
front of the ruin, a real 
centrality is created. 

workshop

accomodation 

public place 

common spaces  

- HOMOTHETY : 
 
 This centrality and 
the site are in homothety. 
In fact added a new buil-
ding in front of the ruins 
creates a void wich is pro-
tected from the outside by 
all the buildings around. 
When we leave this cen-
trality we are on the site 
which is itself protected 
with all the bushes.

 A real experience of that homothety with a walk is created:  

    Site plan   1/500 

View from the main entrance 1.

View on the back of worshop building 3.  

View on centrality 2. 

There are two differents entrances : one is public, this is the en-
trance for workers and clients. This entrance is situated on the nor-
th to avoid  to have a lot of cars near the existing houses.
The other entrance is private, it’s for the accomodation on the tower. 
This entrance is situated on the south to be more private. 



LIVE IN THE TOWER 

MATERIALITY OF BOXES  

living room guest room/ library 

bedroom desk 

Ground floor plan First floor plan : kitchen 2nd floor plan : living room 3rd floor plan : guest room

4rth floor plan : bedroom

5rth floor plan : music room

music room 

garden 

wine cellar/ entrance 

The accomodation in the tower is divided in two parts, 
downstairs we can find public areas like living room, kitchen. 
At the bottom of the tower, we have private spaces with 2 
bedrooms. 

An other area is given to he accomodation at the bottom of 
the shop. This area acts as a desk for the accomodation. 

A private garden is present in the center of the ruins. 
It’s situated near water recovery bassin wich can serve as a 
cultivate garden.

At the bottom of the tower, a room emerges. This room is a 
library. People who are living here can take advantages of 
the views. 

STEEL STRUCTURE

 Every boxes are com-
posed of steel elements 
which create a light struc-
ture. 
This structure is completely 
independant from the exis-
ting structure of the ruins. 
This duality put them in ten-
sion. 

TIMBER PANELS

 The solid volume of 
boxes is cmade of timber 
panels which is a natural 
meterial. This hide leather 
storages, served element 
like toilets, stairs etc... 

TIMBER CLADDING 

 All the void of the 
boxes is covered by a 
timber cladding  facade. 
Those hidden shelves are 
situated in the internal 
facade. 

kitchen


